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ABSTRACT: The atomic force microscope (AFM) has provided
unprecedented opportunities to study velocity-dependent interactions between deformable drops and bubbles under a range of
solution conditions. The challenge is to design an experimental
system that enables accurate force spectroscopy of the interaction between deformable drops and thus the extraction of
accurate quantitative information about the physically important
force-separation relation. This step requires very precise control
and knowledge of the interfacial properties of the interacting
drops, the drive conditions of the force-sensing cantilever, the
disposition of the interacting drops on the substrate and on the
cantilever, and transducer calibrations of the instrument in order
to quantify the eﬀects of approach velocities and interfacial deformation. This article examines and quantiﬁes in detail all
experimental conditions that are necessary to facilitate accurate processing of dynamic force spectroscopy data from the AFM using
the well-deﬁned system of tetradecane drops in aqueous solutions under surfactant and surfactant-free conditions over a range of
force magnitudes that has not been attained before. The ability of drops to deform and increase the eﬀective area of interaction
instead of decreasing the distance of closest approach when disjoining pressure exceeds the Laplace pressure means that the DLVO
paradigm of colloidal stability as being determined by a balance of kinetic energy against the height of the primary maximum is no
longer valid. The range of interfacially active species present in alkane-aqueous systems investigated provides insight into the
applicability of the tangentially immobile boundary condition in colloidal interactions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Quantiﬁcation of the dynamic or velocity-dependent interaction between two colliding emulsion drops in a continuous phase
in terms of the force-separation relation is fundamental in the
functional design and optimization of emulsion formulations. The
spectrum of applications ranges from cosmetic product design1-4
to enhancing taste sensation in food processing5 to decontamination of pollution by heavy metal ions6-8 and organics9-12 to ﬁne
tuning emulsion-based metalworking ﬂuids.13,14 Such forceseparation characteristics in dynamic interactions depend critically on the relative velocity of the interaction drops and concomitant variations in interfacial deformations that determine the
eﬀective surface area of interaction.
Over the past few years, the atomic force microscope (AFM)
has been deployed to make direct measurement of the interaction force involving deformable drops and bubbles. The initial
studies were equilibrium measurements using a solid colloidal
particle probe on a bubble15,16 or on an emulsion drop.17-19
More recently, there have been a number of reports of measurements of nonequilibrium, velocity-dependent dynamic forces
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between alkane drops stabilized by surfactants20-22 or proteins,23 between a solid colloid particle probe and a tetradecane
drop in the presence of surfactants,24 between a bubble probe
and a mica plate,25 and between two bubbles in a concentrated
aqueous electrolyte, focusing on the mechanism of bubble coalescence.26 The intuition gained from such direct force measurements, particularly in relation to the coalescence of bubbles and
drops, is consistent with coalescence studies of linear emulsion
trains being transported in customized ﬂow ﬁelds in microﬂuidic
cells.27,28
It is important to note that force spectroscopy data from the
AFM furnishes information on variations of the dynamic force
with the relative displacement of the force-sensing cantilever.
However during interaction, deformations of the interacting
drops or bubbles can have a profound inﬂuence on the measured
force, both in changing the eﬀective areas of interaction as the
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drops or bubbles approach or recede from each other and in
changing the separation between the interfaces between which
colloidal surface forces such as van der Waals, electrical double
layer, and steric forces operate. In addition, at diﬀerent velocities,
the hydrodynamic pressure in the thin ﬁlm of the continuous
phase between the drops can also make a major contribution to
interfacial deformations and determine the sign and magnitude
of the measured force. A key element of such forces and deformations is the local separation between the interfaces of the
interacting deformable colloids. The above complexities do not
feature as centrally or indeed arise at all in dynamic force measurements between rigid, nondeforming bodies. For nondeforming bodies, the local shapes of the interacting surfaces do not vary
and the absolute separation can be inferred from force spectroscopy data in the constant-compliance regime where the two
interacting rigid bodies are in hard contact, corresponding to
zero separation. With dynamic force measurements involving
deformable bodies, hard contact is never realized so there is at
present no direct experimental method of determining absolute
separation. Furthermore, the local geometry of the interacting
region between the interfaces can change very signiﬁcantly
during the course of the interaction, providing kinetic stability
to the system.
In the velocity regime relevant to the AFM, hydrodynamic and
surface forces tend to distort the deformable interfaces. However,
capillary forces due to interfacial tension act to minimize the
interfacial area and oppose deformations. Because the characteristic response time of capillary forces is short compared to the
time scale of variations in hydrodynamic and colloidal surface
forces, the Young-Laplace equation provides an accurate quantitative description of the deformational response of drops and
bubbles with respect to the time-dependent perturbations in
AFM experiments. On this basis, detailed theoretical modeling of
both equilibrium17,29-32 and dynamic33-35 interactions in the
AFM conﬁguration becomes possible.
To use such models to extract precise quantitative information
about the force-separation relation from AFM dynamic force
spectroscopy data between deformable drops and bubbles, the
values of a number of experimental parameters need to be controlled and determined accurately. These include the contact
angle of the interacting drops on the substrate and on the cantilever, the behavior of the drops during the course of the interaction, particularly the drop on the cantilever, the eﬀects of the
drop positioning on the spring constant of the cantilever, and
the mode of driving the cantilever using the AFM software. This
article canvasses all of these issues in detail and reports on steps
that need to be taken to facilitate the precise extraction of the
important dynamic force-separation relation between deformable bodies from AFM dynamic force spectroscopy data using the
available theory. This includes details of mixed self-assembled
monolayers (SAM) used to provide a well-deﬁned drop substrate.
For force measurements, we use tetradecane drops in surfactantfree aqueous electrolyte solutions, a system that has not been
studied previously, and in the presence of an anionic surfactant
(sodium dodecylsufate, SDS) below and above the critical micelle
concentration (cmc). We have also measured the magnitude of
dynamic interaction forces over a range much larger than previously reported; up to 100 nN between drops of ∼40 μm radius.
Although it is possible to detect even higher apparent forces using
the AFM, it is not possible to accept such data with conﬁdence
because the response of various components of the AFM would
have exceeded their known calibrated region.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the dynamic AFM force measurement system with drops immobilized on a gold-coated glass disk
substrate and a custom-made AFM cantilever with a pattern-coated gold
patch area.

In section 2, we detail the key experimental parameters that
need to be quantiﬁed in AFM dynamic force measurements
involving drops and the methods that we have developed to
determine key system parameters accurately. A brief summary
of the theoretical model used to analyze our results is given in
section 3. In section 4, we present our measurements using tetradecane drops in aqueous electrolyte in the presence and absence
of SDS and compare the results against predictions. This allows
an investigation of the interfacial aﬃnity of aqueous solution
species under the no-slip boundary condition.

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this section, we discuss the key experimental parameters that need
to be determined to facilitate a quantitative interpretation of dynamic
force spectroscopy data and report on the reﬁnements of an experimental
protocol that we have developed to eliminate uncertainties in such
experiments.
A schematic representation of the AFM system used for all force
measurements is shown in Figure 1. The interaction force is inferred
from the deﬂection of the cantilever whose spring constant is measured
independently. The cantilever deﬂection is measured by monitoring the
position of a laser beam reﬂected from the back on the cantilever and is
measured on a photodiode detector whose response is calibrated. The
time-dependent interaction force between the drop on the cantilever
and the drop on the substrate is measured as the end displacement of the
cantilever, X(t), is varied in a predetermined manner by a piezo electric
motor. Deformations of the drop in the interaction zone and the local
separation, h(r, t), between the drops have to be determined from
theory.
2.1. Cantilever Properties. The spring constant of the cantilever
in air is obtained by the Hutter and Bechhoefer thermal spectrum method,36
which is accepted to be the most reliable. For quantitative force-separation
analysis of force spectroscopy data, it is clearly vital to determine the spring
constant of the particular cantilever used in the experiment. Other
calibration methods, such as the Sader method37 that is based on simply
measuring the resonance frequency and the quality factor of a cantilever and
then inferring from these two measurements the cantilever spring constant
using an empirical calibration formula, give unreliable results for some types
of cantilevers. The reason is that the empirical calibration formula assumes
that the spring constant of cantilevers with the same planar geometry and
aspect ratio can be scaled by their planar dimensions. This assumption is
based on the notion that the material properties along the thinnest
dimension of the cantilever are uniform. Because of limitations in manufacturing tolerances, this assumption is not met in practice for cantilevers
made from silicon nitride.38,39 In a detailed study of over 100 V-shaped
silicon nitride cantilever samples of the same shape fashioned from the same
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Figure 2. Optical microscopy image of a drop immobilized on a
custom-designed tipless silicon cantilever with (a) a circular end cantilever with a hydrophobized gold patch and (b) a rectangular cantilever
with a hydrophobized gold patch. The inserts show plan-view dimensions of the cantilever prior to drop attachment.
wafer,40 the calibrated spring constant via the Sader empirical method can
differ from the Hutter and Bechhoefer values by up to a factor of 2.
Comparative studies on calibration methods also found variations of this
magnitude for rectangular silicon nitride cantilevers.41,42 Hence for precise
force determinations, empirical calibration methods to determine the
spring constant of a cantilever should be avoided.
It has been clearly established that when a particle probe,43 and by
deduction a drop, is attached to the cantilever for force measurement,
the spring constant of this combination will vary by up to 20% from the
Hutter and Bechhoefer value. The reason is that the position of attachment of the probe aﬀects the point of load application on the cantilever
and hence aﬀects its eﬀective spring constant. This situation can be
alleviated by two reﬁnements that we have adopted in this work. First, we
used custom-manufactured rectangular tipless silicon cantilevers that
were much longer (370-450 μm) than the drop diameters (50-65 μm)
(Figure 2). Such cantilevers have more uniform and consistent material
properties than the familiar silicon nitride cantilevers that have a triangular shape. The longer length also means that the spring constant will
be less sensitive to the location of the particle or drop probe. Second, we
pattern coated on the cantilevers gold circular anchoring patches at
precisely known positions at the end of the cantilever for drop probe
attachment. This alleviates possible uncertainties associated with the
drop position in the cantilever. These gold patches were also hydrophobized to ensure that the oil drop probe was securely and accurately
located on the cantilever throughout the experiment. In section 2.2, we
discuss the details of the hydrophobic treatment process. We also used
two diﬀerent designs for the gold anchoring patches: (i) a circular patch
of diameter 65 μm, which is slightly larger than the cantilever width
(50 μm), that was attached to and extended beyond the end of the
rectangular cantilever (Figure 2a) and (ii) a smaller circular patch
located near the end of the cantilever that was wholly contained within
the dimensions of the rectangular cantilever (Figure 2b). These reﬁnements have allowed us to verify that the force-separation information
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derived from force spectroscopy data is independent of the type of
cantilever used.
We note that in the dynamic AFM force measurement between rigid
surfaces in the context of quantifying hydrodynamic slip at the solid
surfaces, the cantilever geometry seems to have an anomalous role. Independent measurements using rectangular cantilevers44 failed to detect
appreciable hydrodynamic slip at solid surfaces, but measurements using
triangular cantilevers45 gave results that diﬀered from those using rectangular cantilevers and the diﬀerence was attributed earlier to boundary slip.46
2.2. Drop, Cantilever, and Substrate Preparation. To measure the interactions between two drops of well-defined geometry, we
require several drops positioned on a stationary substrate, one of which
we are able to pick up and attach to the cantilever. Refinements were
made to functionalize surfaces that facilitate drop pickup and to optimize
the geometrical definition of the force measurement configuration. The
surface chemistry of the cantilever gold patches and the substrate was
carefully tailored to give different degrees of hydrophobicity.
A common method of hydrophobizing glass discs and cantilevers
used in earlier AFM drop-drop experiments was to sputter coat surfaces
with gold and then deposit self-assembled pure decanethiol monolayers
on the surfaces.20,21,24,47 This method provided hydrophobic surfaces
with equivalent surface energies per unit area for the oil drops immobilized on the cantilever and the substrate. However, because the glass disk
had a greater surface area than the cantilever gold patches, this system
favored the oil drop remaining on the glass disk substrate. To facilitate
drop transfer, the oil drop-cantilever surface interaction needs to be more
favorable than the oil drop-substrate interaction. It has been shown
that the variation in the composition of mixed thiol self-assembled
monolayers on gold can be used to control the degree of hydrophobicity
of surfaces with a high degree of consistency between similarly prepared
surfaces.48-50 In this work, we tailored the thiol chemistry at the goldcoated glass disk substrate (from which the drop is picked up) and at the
cantilever gold patch surface to control the oil drop-substrate surface
energy to facilitate eﬃcient, highly repeatable experiments.
The silica glass discs with an rms roughness of 0.3-0.6 nm over 1 μm
determined from AFM tapping-mode images were sputter coated with
chromium (∼4 nm thick) and then with gold (∼6 nm thick). The rms
roughness after coating was measured to be 0.3-1.6 nm over 1 μm. The
surface was then immediately transferred to an ethanol solution of
combined thiols for 18 h to allow the formation of a self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) of mixed thiols at the surface (rms roughness after
thiol coating 0.5-2.5 nm over 1 μm). Solutions were prepared to ensure
precise control over the ratio of the hydroxyl-thiol (1-mercapto-1decanol, Aldrich 99%) and alkane-thiol (decanethiol, Aldrich 98%)
while allowing the total thiol concentration to vary between 1.8 and
2.1 mM, using stock solutions for diﬀerent ratios. The key diﬀerence in
surface preparation outlined here and in earlier methods20,21,24,47 is that
the addition of hydroxyl-thiol to the solution, and therefore the SAM,
reduces the degree of hydrophobicity of the gold disk substrate
compared to that of the SAM formed on the cantilever gold patch. The
extent of hydrophobicity reduction of the glass disk SAM depends on the
ratio of hydroxyl-thiol to alkane-thiols in the solution, and this can be
quantiﬁed by contact angle studies.
Contact angle measurements were taken using a Data Physics
(Germany) OCA 20 tensiometer system with tetradecane drops formed
on the SAM-coated glass discs in aqueous solution. Mixed thiol monolayers have been classiﬁed extensively in terms of the contact angle of
water and oil drops in air,48-50 but little work has been done in studying
the contact angle of oil drops at the surface in an aqueous phase. In
excess of 25 discs, with 4 drops per disk, were used to verify that contact
angles were consistent among discs prepared at similar thiol concentrations. An initial equilibration period of 5 min was allowed, and the
contact angles were found to be constant within measurement error
((4) over the following 30 min. This time frame is longer than the time
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Figure 3. Average and maximum variation of contact angles (following
equilibration) of tetradecane drops on thiol-coated substrates in Milli-Q
water with varying ratios of alkane-thiol (decanethiol) and hydrolyl-thiol
(1-mercapto-1-decanol) solution. (Inset) Optical microscopy image of a
tetradecane drop on a thiolated substrate with equivalent hydrophobicity to that used in force measurements.
taken to carry out a series of force measurements for one solution condition.
Variations of the equilibrium contact angle over a range of ratios of
hydroxyl-thiol to alkane-thiol in solution are shown in Figure 3. The
variation in the contact angle on discs prepared in like solutions was (6.
The concentration ratios in Figure 3 correspond to the thiol
concentration ratio in the ethanol solution used to deposit the monolayer, which has been shown to diﬀer from the surface concentrations of
the self-assembled mixed thiol monolayer.48-50 The solubility of the
components is thought to have a large impact on the composition of the
surface, with polar groups increasing the fraction that remains in
solution. An analytical technique such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) or ellipsometry can be used to determine the precise surface
concentrations; however, this is not required in order to obtain a surface
with a reproducible degree of hydrophobicity.
2.3. Drop Immobilization and Contact Control. In earlier
work that deployed oil drop probes on triangular cantilevers,20,24 there
were limitations to specifying the precise positioning of the drops that
can, as already mentioned, potentially impact the quantitative accuracy
of the force-separation information that can be deduced. The cantilever
modification with a gold patch, as discussed above, and the hydrophobicity modification detailed below have enabled long rectangular cantilevers to be used in drop-drop force measurements.
In the present reﬁnement, the monolayer deposited at the cantilever
gold patch is a pure alkane-thiol and therefore has maximum hydrophobicity for surfaces prepared using this method. When cleaned of any
contaminants, the silicon regions of the cantilever reject the adhesion of
the nonpolar oil, whereas the hydrophobized gold patch (insets in
Figure 2) provides an energetically favorable and well-deﬁned area for
oil drop attachment.
As discussed earlier, the degree of hydrophobicity of the glass disk
substrate must be lower than that of the alkane-thiol-coated cantilever
gold patch to facilitate the transfer of drops stabilized at the surface to the
cantilever. Drop immobilization was achieved through a controlled
dewetting procedure to produce consistently micrometer-sized drops
on a glass disk substrate in aqueous solution, as detailed in earlier work.31
Brieﬂy, the method involved spraying oil from a small-gauge needle
syringe to create even drops on a hydrophobic surface. A clean O-ring is
placed in the center of the disk, and aqueous solution is added slowly
in ∼2-mm-diameter drops to form three large drops within the ring that
are gradually allowed to coalesce. Through the controlled spreading of
aqueous drops, oil drops are dewetted from the substrate with 15-80 μm
drops remaining along the lines of intersection of the aqueous wetting
fronts.
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It was found that a minimum equilibrium contact angle on the goldcoated glass disk surface of approximately 80 was required to transfer a
drop (30 to 40 μm diameter) to a cantilever. At higher alkane-thiol
fractions (average contact angle of 85-92), transfer improved substantially. At contact angles in excess of 92, it was not possible to form
stable drops at the surface for contact angle measurements. Consequently, there is an optimal contact angle window of 80-90 on the
substrate that would facilitate both drop transfer to the cantilever and the
formation of stable drops on the substrate to allow measurements of
drop-drop interactions.
Force measurements under diﬀerent solution conditions were made
with the same drop pairs with solutions exchanged through the ﬂuid cell
of the AFM between measurements. Thus, consideration must be given
to the eﬀects of the additional solution species on the contact angle
between the drops and the glass disk SAM. For instance, the addition of
surfactant was found to reduce the degree of hydrophobicity of the thiolcoated disk, consequently increasing the contact angle. For example, the
equilibrium contact angle of a tetradecane drop on a thiolated gold
disk in pure water will increase from 80 to approximately 105 with increases in the solution concentration of SDS to up to 10 mM. At SDS
concentrations of 0.1 and 1 mM, the drop contact angle change is less
than 7. Variations of the contact angles in the range of the aqueous systems used are given in Table 1.
2.4. Force Measurement. The AFM used in all experiments is
an Asylum MFP-3D (Santa Barbara, CA) mounted on a Nikon TE-2000
inverted microscope with a completely enclosed fluid cell to prevent
contamination during experiments, including solution exchange. The
drops are aligned through optical microscopy and verified through force
measurement by ensuring that the maximum force is obtained for a given
piezo extension, indicating that the drops are interacting at their apexes.
Individual force curves are taken in the single acquisition mode of the
instrument, spaced by several seconds to ensure independent measurements, rather than driving the cantilever in continuous force-distance
cycles above the drop. A large number (>40) of force curves are obtained
for each drop-drop pair over a range of speeds to ensure the consistency
of results and that the gradient of the force curve is unchanged, further
validating a good alignment. However, individual curves displayed herein
represent a single measurement without averaging or data smoothing.
In a typical force spectroscopy experiment, the cantilever position
X(t) is varied with a piezo motor driven by a set triangular voltage waveform. It is ﬁrst decreased from an initial position during the approach
phase and then increased during the retraction phase. Our AFM was
equipped with a linear variable diﬀerential transformer (LVDT) that reported the position of the piezo drive as a function of time. The drive was
operated in open-loop mode (to minimize potential noise) so that the
LVDT X(t) is the primary data that we used for the subsequent analysis of results. The high signal-to-noise ratio of the deformable interface
system allows raw data to be used directly.
2.5. Zeta Potential. Measurements of electrophoretic mobility of
the tetradecane drops were performed using a Malvern Zeta-Sizer 2000.
Drop size measurement and analysis were performed via dynamic light
scattering using a Malvern high-performance particle sizer (HPPS).
Possible effects of multiple scattering were checked by comparing results
at different emulsion concentrations at 0.1% (w/w) and 0.06% (w/w).
Emulsions were prepared by vigorously shaking for 5 min in a Pyrex flask
and then sonicating for 20 min to ensure monodispersity. The conversion
of electrophoretic mobilities to zeta potentials was based on the
Smoluchowski51 formula for κa > 100 (a = drop radius, 1/κ = Debye
length) as in 10 mM NaCl systems. For lower values of κa, the methods of
O’Brien and White52 and Ohshima53 were used. A summary of the results
for tetradecane in aqueous-phase emulsion systems is given in Table 1.
2.6. Interfacial Tension. The interfacial tension was obtained
from the pendant drop geometry measured using a Dataphysics OCA 20
tensiometer with a maximum error of (2 mN/m.
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Table 1. Measured Electrophoretic Mobilities, Drop Radii, and ζ Potentials of Tetradecane Drops at Diﬀerent SDS and Salt
Concentrations of the Aqueous Solution
mobility (cm2 V-1 s-1)

solution

a

Debye length κ-1 (nm)

drop radius a (nm)a

average κa

ζ potential (mV)

0.1 mM SDS

-6.2 ( 0.7

122 ( 11

30

5

-80 ( 20

1 mM SDS
10 mM SDS

-7.0 ( 0.4
-8.8 ( 0.4

126 ( 18
111 ( 11

9.6
3.2

13
35

-82 ( 10
-124 ( 5

10 mM NaCl

-2.4 ( 0.2

370 ( 45

3.0

123

-31 ( 9

Drop radius based on the number-average size distribution with low polydispersity as indicated by the distribution.

3. THEORETICAL MODEL
The theoretical model for the variation of the force, F, with the
cantilever displacement, ΔX (Figure 1), between two interacting
drops whose deformation is governed by the acting capillary forces
is well established. Here we summarize results for equilibrium
interactions, dynamic or time-dependent interactions, and also an
analytical result valid in the regime when the drops have ﬂattened
against each other as a result of general repulsive interactions.
3.1. Equilibrium Force-Displacement Relation. The variation of the equilibrium force, F, with the cantilever displacement, ΔX (Figure 1), between two interacting drops whose
deformation is governed by capillary forces can be generalized54
from the particle-drop case.30 Consider the general case of two
dissimilar drops with constant interfacial tensions σ1 and σ2 and
undeformed radii R1 and R2 for which the axisymmetric separation between the drop surfaces h(r) obeys the augmented
Young-Laplace equation,
 
1 σ D Dh
2σ
r
¼
- ΠðhÞ
ð3.1Þ
2 r Dr Dr
R
where



1
1 1
1
þ

2 R1 R2
R



1
1 1
1

þ
2 σ1 σ2
σ

ð3.2Þ

Surface-force interactions are specified by the disjoining pressure, Π(h). For the systems in this article, the disjoining pressure,
Π, has contributions from electrical double layer interactions
that we calculate from the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann theory
and van der Waals interactions that can be estimated from
Lifshitz theory. It turns out that for the salt concentrations and
experimentally determined surface potentials given in Table 2
the drop-drop separation theory exceeds ∼25 nm because of
interfacial deformation. Hence the van der Waals contribution is
negligible in this separation regime, and the electrical double
layer contribution can be approximated by the superposition
approximation.
In AFM experiments, the size of the interaction zone is small
compared to the radii of the drops, thus the force between the
drops is given by
Z ¥
ΠðhðrÞÞr dr
ð3.3Þ
F ¼ 2π
0

By solving eq 3.1 with the condition h(0) = ho and the symmetry
condition dh/dr = 0 from r = 0 and to some large value rmax,
it can be shown that h(r) has the asymptotic form54
   
r2
F
r
hðrÞ f hð0Þ þ þ 2HðRÞ, r f rmax
log
πσ
2R
R
ð3.4Þ

where
HðRÞ ¼

1
σ

Z

¥
0


ΠðhðrÞÞr log

r
2R


dr

ð3.5Þ

In practice, rmax will be outside the interaction zone between the
two drops where the disjoining pressure, Π(h), is negligibly
small.
By analyzing the shape of the drop outside the deformation
zone, one also obtains the result54


  
F r2
F
r
hðrÞ f ΔX þ þ log
þ Bðθ1 Þ
K R
2πσ1
2R1
 

  

F
r
F
log
þ Bðθ2 Þ , r f rmax
2πσ 2
2R2
2πσ
ð3.6aÞ
where



1
1 þ cos θ
1 þ log
2
1 - cos θ


BðθÞ ¼
>
1
1 þ cos θ
1
>
>
: 1 þ log
2
1 - cos θ
2 þ cos θ
8
>
>
>
<

pinned r 1
constant θ0
ð3.6bÞ

The form of the function B(θ) depends on whether the threephase contact line of the interacting drops is pinned at position r1
or moves to maintain a constant contact angle θo. For the drop
on the cantilever, the pinned r1 condition is appropriate because
the drop is constrained to sit on the hydrophobic gold patch on
the cantilever. A comparison of experiment and theory indicates
that a pinned r1 condition also holds for the drop positioned
on the thiolated glass disk substrate for all force measurements
performed here. This is expected on the basis of the rms roughness measured over the surfaces (section 2.2).
The way to relate the force, F, to the AFM relative displacement is to integrate eq 3.1 from r = 0, for a given separation ho,
and calculate the force, F, and the quantity H using eqs 3.3 and
3.5 until their values have converged at some suﬃciently
large value of r = rmax. Then, eq 3.6 can be used to ﬁnd the
cantilever displacement, ΔX, corresponding to this force. The
relative displacement, ΔX, is deﬁned up to an arbitrary additive
constant.
3.2. Nonequilibrium Force-Displacement Relationship.
In a dynamic AFM experiment, the force, F(t), now varies with
time, t, as the cantilever displacement, X(t), is varied with time.
Therefore, in addition to the equilibrium disjoining pressure, Π,
the hydrodynamic pressure, p, also contributes to the interaction
in the Young-Laplace equation that describes the deformation of the position and time-dependent axisymmetric film of
2680
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thickness h(r, t) between the drops
 
1 σ D Dh
2σ
r
¼
- ΠðhÞ - pðr, tÞ
2 r Dr Dr
R

Table 2. System Parameters
ð3.7Þ

solution

The pressure, p(r, t) and the film thickness, h(r, t), are related by
the Stokes-Reynolds equation that describes the film-thinning
process. If the hydrodynamic boundary condition on the surfaces
of the drops is tangentially immobile, then this equation has the
form


Dh
1 D
Dp
¼
rh3
ð3.8Þ
Dt
12μr Dr
Dr

ð3.10Þ
Although force measurements will be reported at diﬀerent nominal velocities, the actual displacement function, X(t), as obtained
by the LVDT attachment of the AFM is used in eq 3.10.55
3.3. High-Force Formula. If the interaction between the
drops is repulsive, then the interaction zone between the drops
will be flattened when the drops are pushed close together. In this
limit, the force-cantilever displacement relation becomes independent of the approach velocity and is given by the formula54
(
)
!
FðtÞ
FðtÞR
ΔXðtÞ 
log
þ 2Bðθ1 Þ
4πσ1
8πσR12
(
)
!
ð3.11Þ
FðtÞ
FðtÞR
FðtÞ FðtÞ
þ
log
þ 2Bðθ2 Þ 4πσ2
8πσR22
2πσ
K
where K is the spring constant of the cantilever.
This nonlinear relationship is important for two reasons. It
demonstrates that the force-displacement relation is not linear, so
the deforming drops do not behave as Hookean springs as assumed
in earlier analyses of AFM data.56,57 It is also a replacement of the

contact angle

(mN/m)
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where μ is the Newtonian shear viscosity of the aqueous continuous phase. We use the tangentially immobile hydrodynamic
boundary condition because a vast majority of drainage experiments and dynamic force measurement results are consistent
with this condition.54 As we shall see, the results presented here
are also consistent with the condition of tangentially immobile
interfaces at the drop surfaces. The dynamic force between drops
now includes the contribution from the hydrodynamic pressure
Z ¥
½Πðhðr, tÞÞ þ pðr, tÞr dr
ð3.9Þ
FðtÞ ¼ 2π

Equations 3.7-3.9 now need to be solved with the initial
undeformed proﬁle: h(r, 0) = ho þ r2/R and the symmetry
conditions ∂h/∂r = 0 = ∂p/∂r at r = 0 in the domain 0 e r e rmax.
The pressure decays as r-4 when r f ¥, which is implemented as
the condition r(∂p/∂r)þ4p = 0 at r = rmax,34 and the cantilever
drive condition enters into the the ﬁnal boundary condition54

surface
potential (mV)
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AFM detector sensitivity
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Hamaker constant: tetradecane-

8  10-21 J

(Hutter method)

58

water-tetradecane

constant compliance condition that holds for AFM force measurements between rigid surfaces.
It should be evident that in dynamic force measurements it
may instructive to consider the force as a function of time because
the force-displacement relation, F(t) vs ΔX(t), actually depends
on how the displacement, ΔX(t), is being driven. One may
envisage that the piezo electric motor is used to drive the displacement, ΔX(t), at some nominal velocity. However, an
examination of the LVDT data suggests that the nominal velocity
is not constant and it is more precise to work with the experimental ΔX(t) function as reported by the LVDT attachment to
the AFM in data analysis.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have made dynamic force measurements using cantilevers
with a circular end gold patch (Figure 2a,b) over a force range
that is about 5 times larger than attained previously. The forcedisplacement results are found to be the same for similar
experimental and system parameters, so we are conﬁdent that
there are no artifacts associated with cantilever geometry. All
system parameters of the experimental system are summarized in
Table 2.
4.1. Dynamic Interactions in Surfactant. We have measured
the dynamic force interactions between tetradecane drops at
nominal velocities in the range of 1-40 μm/s. The aqueous phase
contains the surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) in the
concentration range of 0.1-10 mM, over which the aqueoustetradecane interfacial tension varies in the range of 10-44 mN/m.
A comparison of force-displacement results for tetradecane
drops in 10 mM SDS solution at low forces in the range of (2 nN
2681
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Figure 4. Measured force-cantilever displacement relation between
tetradecane drops of radii 35 and 41 μm in 10 mM SDS. (a) Comparison
of experimental force measurements (points) and theoretical predictions of the Stokes-Reynolds-Young-Laplace model of eqs 3.1-3.10
(lines) for diﬀerent nominal velocities over the low force region where
the eﬀect of hydrodynamics is important. (b) High-force regime where
the force-cantilever displacement relation becomes independent of the
nominal velocity.

is shown in Figure 4a. Hereafter, for clarity, less than 5% of the
experimental data points are plotted. At this SDS concentration,
which is just above the critical micelle concentration, the disjoining pressure between the tetradecane surfaces is due to repulsive
electrical double layer interactions that arise from the adsorbed
anionic surfactant molecules. We see that the hysteretic eﬀect
between the approach and retraction branches of the force curves
increases with increasing velocity, due to the increasing magnitude
of hydrodynamic pressure. Predictions of the Stokes-ReynoldsYoung-Laplace model of eqs 3.7-3.10 are shown to provide
excellent agreement where all model parameters used are within
the experimental uncertainties given in Table 2.
At higher forces of 5-100 nN, the force-displacement relations become independent of the nominal velocity (Figure 4b)
and conform to the analytical relation given by eq 3.11. In the
very high force region corresponding to a cantilever deﬂection of
greater than 650 nm, the deﬂection against a solid surface becomes a nonlinear function of piezo travel; therefore, conversion
of the AFM output to a force becomes inaccurate. To ensure
the accuracy of the data, the deﬂection range is limited to below
600 nm of deﬂection. Depending on the spring constant of the
cantilever, this corresponds to a maximum force limit of approximately 60-150 nN. This limit is considered in Figure 4, and all
subsequent measurements are reported.
We exchanged the surfactant solution in the AFM ﬂuid cell to
study interactions at diﬀerent SDS concentrations with the same
pair of tetradecane drops retained on the cantilever and on the

ARTICLE

Figure 5. (a) Measured forces (points) between tetradecane drops of
35 and 41 μm radii in 0.1, 1, and 10 mM SDS compared to theory from
eq 3.11 (lines) at a slow velocity of 2 μm/s. (b) Calculated interfacial
separation as a function of the radial distance from the drop axis during
the quasi-static interaction between drops in 10 mM SDS using the
equilibrium model in eqs 3.1-3.6.

substrate. In Figure 5a, we show measured force-displacement
results at 0.1, 1, and 10 mM SDS concentration at a nominal
velocity of 2 μm/s for the same tetradecane drop pair. Over this
large force range of 5-100 nN, the force-displacement data is
independent of the nominal velocity (cf. results in Figure 4b),
and the behavior is in accord with the predictions of the highforce formula in eq 3.11. The diﬀerence in the force at diﬀerent
SDS concentrations is accounted for by the SDS concentration
dependence of the tetradecane-solution interfacial tension as
indicated in eq 3.11. In Figure 5b, we show the separation between the interacting drops in 10 mM SDS aqueous solution, as
deduced from eqs 3.1-3.6. This illustrates the degree of ﬂattening in the interaction zone of the drops as the interaction force
increases. The size of the interaction zone, ∼1 μm, is small
compared to the drop radii (g35 μm). Note that the separation
between the drops does not fall below 20 nm; however, the
extent of the ﬂattened region increases with increasing force.
In Figure 6, we compare the results at lower SDS concentrations of 1 and 0.1 mM in the low-force region where hydrodynamic eﬀects are important. Again, there is excellent quantitative
agreement between experiment and theory with respect to the
dependence of the dynamic force on the nominal velocity. Details of the evolution of the separation h(r, t) between the tetradecane interfaces have been considered elsewhere.24 At all SDS
concentrations (10 mM down to 0.1 mM), theoretical ﬁtting is
performed with a no-slip boundary condition at the interface.
This indicates that a small amount of adsorption of surfaceactive material at the interface is able to arrest the internal ﬂow
2682
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Figure 6. Measured forces (points) between tetradecane drops of
35 and 41 μm radii in (a) 1 and (b) 0.1 mM SDS compared to theoretical predictions of the Stokes-Reynolds-Young-Laplace model of
eqs 3.1-3.10 (lines) at diﬀerent nominal velocities.

Figure 7. Forces between colliding tetradecane drops with radii of 58
and 39 μm in a 10 mM NaCl solution. (a) Comparison of experimental
and theoretical forces at small forces. (b) The complete range of the
force-displacement proﬁle over forces at nominal speeds of 2, 8, and 20
μm/s (points) compares to the high-force formula (line) in eq 3.11.

completely through stress transfer; therefore, diﬀerences in the
extent of interfacial adsorption have no eﬀect on the interfacial
mobility.
It should be noted that the potential mobility of a liquid-liquid
interface (or internal ﬂow) is a diﬀerent mechanism for creating a
nonzero tangential velocity at the surface than the mechanism
commonly reported at hydrophobic solid surfaces,59 where there
is no ﬂow on the solid side of the interface. Although the
diﬀerence has been discussed in earlier work,60 it can be a source
of confusion in the literature.
4.2. Surfactant-Free Dynamic Interactions. It is well known
that in the absence of added surfactant, oil drops in aqueous
solution acquire a negative surface charge because of the preferential adsorption of hydroxyl ions at the interface. The resulting electrical double repulsion at low electrolyte concentrations
is thought to be sufficient to stabilize drops against coalescence.61
In Figure 7a, we see that the measured dynamic interactions between tetradecane drops in 10 mM NaCl, in the absence of added
surfactants, are kinetically stable against coalescence for nominal
speeds of 2-20 μm/s. The effects of hydrodynamic effects between the approach and retraction curves are evident over the lowforce region, as for the surfactant-stabilized system. At higher forces,
as in the presence of surfactants, the force-displacement relation is
again independent of the nominal velocity and agrees with the highforce analytical formula given by eq 3.11 using independently
measured parameters in Table 2. The spring constant value
required is 20% higher than the average Hutter value measured
(in accordance with earlier findings regarding the potential increase
in spring constant values for loaded cantilevers43).
Close ﬁtting of theory and experiment is provided for the
nonsurfactant system using a nonslip boundary condition. The

absence of slip in the 10 mM NaCl system cannot be explained
through surfactant adsorption. This suggests that the interfacial
adsorption of an ionic species, most probably the hydroxide
ion,61 is suﬃcient to arrest the transfer of stress across the interface during the drop-drop interaction.
It may be somewhat unexpected that the tetradecane drops
remain stable in the absence of surfactants when the surface
potential is relatively low: -31 ( 10 mV in 10 mM NaCl
electrolyte. The colloidal stability of rigid parties, according to the
Derjaguin-Landau-Verway-Overbeek theory, is determined by the
height of the maximum of the interaction free energy between the
particles given by the sum of the electrical double layer repulsion and the van der Waals attraction. That is, such a system is
stable if the interaction energy maximum exceeds the thermal
kinetic energy of the particles, ∼(3/2)kT. Under the Derjaguin
approximation, which is applicable to particles in excess of 1 μm
in size, the height of the maximum will be proportional to the
particle size.
For deformable drops, the criterion for stability is diﬀerent.
As the drops can deform, they will do so as long as the disjoining
pressure exceeds the Laplace pressure (2σ/R) of the interacting
drops (eq 3.1). Thus, when the drops are pushed together,
instead of reducing the distance of closest approach between the
drop surfaces as in the case of rigid particles, the drops will
deform and ﬂatten to increase their eﬀective interaction area.
Due to deformation, the separation hmin will remain the same
(Figure 5) and will be given by the condition Π(hmin) = 2σ/R. In
other words, the drops can deform and increase the repulsive
force between the drops by increasing the interaction area,
enabling them to remain stable against coalescence as they
are being pushed together. In Figure 8, we show that the surfaces
2683
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Figure 8. Variations of the disjoining pressure (Π) with the separation
between two tetradecane interfaces in 10 mM 1:1 electrolyte.

of two drops of tetradecane of 39 and 58 μm radii in 10 mM 1:1
electrolyte cannot approach closer than about 12 nm, which is
the separation at which the repulsive disjoining pressure is equal
to the Laplace pressure. For two drops of 5 μm radius, the
minimum separation is 5 nm, and very small drops (e.g., 2.5 μm
radius) can have a Laplace pressure that exceeds the disjoining
pressure maximum of about 40 kPa and hence cannot deform
and will therefore be unstable.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A detailed consideration of system design and characterization, including contact angles, interfacial tensions, and precise
drop positioning on a cantilever gold patch area and on a wellcharacterized substrate, has been undertaken. This has allowed
well-deﬁned measurements to be performed and matched very
accurately with theory. The use of long silicon cantilevers allows
conﬁdence in the consistency of the detector sensitivity and the
spring constant over a range of drop-drop interactions to higher
forces than reported in earlier work. As forces were measured
over a range of speeds and aqueous-phase conditions, we have
been able to adjust independently measured parameters just once
(within the bounds of individual parameter measurement errors)
and theoretically model measured drop-drop interactions in a
self-consistent manner.
Deformations are a vital consideration in the stability of soft
matter systems and add complexity beyond the familiar DLVO
theory used to describe rigid systems. Interfacial mobility, somewhat surprisingly, is not exhibited, with data both with surfactant
and without surfactant showing a no-slip boundary condition
during colloidal interactions. Indeed, a model that allows for
interfacial mobility through internal ﬂow would predict dynamic
forces much smaller than that observed in the present
experiment.62 In the presence of surfactants, their adsorption at
the interface provides a widely accepted physical explanation for
rendering the interface immobile. In the absence of surfactant, we
suggest that this may be due to ion adsorption at the interface,
potentially the hydroxide ion (as suggested by others61), arresting
the transfer of stress across the interface. The condition of
immobility, even in the high-purity nonsurfactant system, suggests
that water-emulsiﬁed micrometer-sized oil droplets do not experience greater rates of Brownian diﬀusion due to internal ﬂow.
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